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islands of Bikini Atoll was conducted in May 1967 for the 

5. : I 

-.,i purpose of determining the l&&~&d &omponents of the 

I. -external gamma radiation fields-in this< former nucl& 
\ , / 

weapons testing area. Total exposure rates were found to 

vary considerably from site to site and island to island 

with levels measured over soil. ranging from less than 10 . 

pr/hr to over 500 pr/hr. Kajor contributors to the radiation 

fields included 137Cs, 6oCo, 126Sb, and lozm3h, the recently 

identified long-lived isomer of 1o2X?. A large number of 

other isotopes were identifiable in Ge(Li) spectra of soil 

samples. 
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An extensive radiation survey of the ;islands of Bikini 
-- .~ 

Atoll has revealed several- interesting features of the 

ix *:. 
fallout ared & number of years after the'initial deposition;'-__- _ 

:.- . . ._ .: y,.: i_, . .” .= _ 

. . Bikini Atbll 'is the former weapons test area in-the mid- _-. --" -:I~- 
I. ~I -. 

Pacific where more than 2Q'nuclea;':&ests were'donducted from:. 
.- .~ 

1946 to 1958. The survey,'conducted in Kay 1967, included _- :’ 

measurements of the external radiation levels and determina- -..:. i-. 

tion of the principal isotopes contributing to the total 

external exposure rates on each island of the 

of the high intensity of the radiation fields 

the tests, we were able to detect at the time 

atoll. Because 
! * 

generated by 
, ,;b -‘I 

+; : 

of this survey , 5 ) 

: . 
many long-lived fission and activation products which were \ 5 

undetectable or unnoticed in previously surveyed fallout 
I 

areas because of their trace presence. It was also possible 
i/ 

k 

to relate the residual radiation fields onthe atoll to .-- ‘-- *:i.iIi;:_. Te _ i: \ 
i 

various locations of test ground zeros, to meteorological 
_.. _ 

conditions affecting local fallout 'at the time of the tests,.' 
~* _' ;“._- ,,. : 

. 
‘& .’ _ 

<~.- 
and to-weathering and radioactive decay processes occurring- 

. .I ,, _. 
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Bikini Atoll consists of some 15 islands and 2 island 

complexes made up of a number of small interconnected islands 

" I (Fig. 1). The islands d&located on a coral rim surrounding 
~I :- _... . a 

a lagoon 22 mdles~,.long-and 13 miles wide. Total land area 
-. 

of the atoll is 2.32 square miles. Over half the area is 

included in the 3 largest .islands, Bikini, Eneu, and Nam. 
:. 

The largest island, Bikini, is 2$ miles long and 8 mile wide. 
. 

The techniques utilized on this survey were largely I' _ 
c 

those developed and used by the Sealth and Safety Laboratory 

(HASL) for th e past several years in conducting detailed. 

investigations of the properties of the external radiation 
.i 

f, c* : 

environment in the United States (I). The prime instrumenta- 
: . 

:_ : 

tion used for the survey measurements included a high-pressure 

ionization chamber, a NaI(T1) field spectrometer system for ;* 1 
! 

in situ y-ray spectrometry, -- and a number of hand-held survey 
:\ :_:; y$;.. _ 

type instruments (G-M counters and scintiXation detectors). t 

A total of 16 ,working days were spent on the atoll, but 
.’ 

because of the number of .islands to be surveyed and the -'I 
J ‘.‘ _ ,_- -_ ~_ - r.’ : , ;_.:. 

: ~. difficult logistical problems and envSronmenta1 conditions ,_. 
6. “: 2 _- 

.A 

-... I ~difficult-access,~X.dense vegetation;high'temperatures, ..,1’.-. _;. 
_” ,I I __ 

_.> ; “r;: _:*; I, g_.;,- , .i~. -. 
_ -~ 8: .:;s (. ;,; _‘, ._ ._., 

I. _ . ,.. __ , < .**,,:.,-.’ , __’ j_ . ,,-. .-p, - ,.A _^ - ;. ! 



*_ (5) .., I - ..__ 
._ 

humidity, etc.j4 we restric&d spectrometer and ionization ’ 

chamber measurements to iG, re;resectL-Live loc~tior,s on the 
,II -+-a +:- I.. 

“’ main islands of Bikini, En&, an& Xar=r. Se haM-held survey 
.' j: 

A_ ._ meters were used for the remainder of tlg?e survey measurerTie&s'.:= 
. -. 

I. : .I. . 
. The survey -meters were first "field caLib:ated" at the prime I 

measurement locations, i.e. the -survey xetkr readings were r-, 
I. 

compared with the more acecrate ionization chamber and I .. 

spectrometer measuqements to o3tain a ciC.5.b~atior, facto: for 

tke particular garaa-ray s~ectrxi ecco,nts:ed in the Sield. 

These hand-held. instruments were t?e-r- -us& LO extent the survey 

throughoat tLe atoll. fn this way Ce v~riaziox in radiation 

fevels frcrn islad to island 

5e s-cdied in soxe deteil. 

E-e ex_lezxG. 

considerably from island to isiand aroxd the atoll. It was 

possible, however, to roughly classi2y most i,sLands into one 

r’:, .._ 

c, : 
A 

of three general areas, characterized by the relative 

exposure rates and also the composition of the radiation _ 

fields. Jhese are& Fre blast areas immediately surrounding 
,. . 

the ground zeros of tests where the highest exposure rates 
: _I ..-_ -! 

: : _ : x _-. 
n_ . , I e .~ ,. . ; .. .I 



were measured, heavy fallout areas down-wind from the blast 

areas with intermediatt . _..zcre rates, and non-blast, low 

fallout areas where the lowest exdosure rates were measured. 

The location, code name and year of each announced 

nuclear weapons test (2) have been indicated on the map in 

Fig. 1. From the locations of the tests it can be seen that 
.i 

the blast areas include the wes';z.;^n tip of Eneman, Lomilik 

near the center of the Aomen-Iroij Com?iex, and the north- C' *< 
! I 

western reef near Earn. Since the prevailing winds in the 

area are generally in a westerly or southwesterly direction, 

the heavy fallout areas are primarily the islands of the 

. 
, 

,,;!, 

southwestern reef. There were exceptions to the normal L .bi 9.; ;_ .t 

wind pattern, however, most notably for shot Bravo in 1954 

when unexpected high altitude winds carried fallout eastward 

over Bikini Island .and on to the Marshallese natives of 

Rongelap Atoll. Thus some of the non-blast +eas, which 

, . 

v 
t 

include the islands of Bikini, Eneu, and the eastern half 

of the Aerokoj-Eneman Complex, experienced lesser but not 

. 

insignificant amounts of local fallout. 'The island of Eneu 
: 

‘W 
:‘ 

i 
5 

‘: 

i 
i 



on the southeasterti rim of the -atoll was the most Favorably :"Y"'::'. 

situated to avoid local fallout and exhibited some of the 

. .._lowest exposure;rates measured,(3-7 &r/hr). J - - .I 

_,, ~. 
a .- 
. . ",.. In addition to-this general pattern of radiation levels 

i 

around the atoll, considerable variation was found on 

individual islands. Typically, the exposure rates on a 

given island ranged from very low near the lagoon and ocean 

shores to much higher near the center of the island. This 

effect can be related to the density of vegetation and 

thickness of organic soil layer. Near the shores the vege- 

tation was sparse and the soil very sandy, conducive to 

weathering and deeper penetration of fallout. Vegetation 

was much more dense over the central parts of the islands, 

where increased amounts of organic matter in the soil 
/ 

.influenced the retention of fallout near the surface of the 

ground. 
A 

Figure 2 shows a typical radiation profile for a survey 
d 

7 

transect across the middle 

. 
.&, . /. _z ~ z 

shore to the.ocean beach. 
I C.,.~ .’ 

, _: ‘:‘--. 

scintilla&on counter were _I. .._ :q.-; ._ ,, ,. : ‘y,: 
.‘k_. ry. _-_ .- & 2. 

of Bikini Island from the lagoon 
._. 

Readings of the portable 

made every 50 ft. along this 
, __: -,_ - -, 

. ,,_, :. 



I 

(8) 

2850 ft. transect. Geiger counter readings were recorded 

every 150 ft. Ionization chamber and field spectrometer 
I 

<-- - 
‘C. measurements 

I . . . . 

‘L and at areas, 
, I- 

were'made near the beginning of the transect 

along the transect where the survey meters 

indicated significantly high or low levels. The measurement 

points in Fig. 2 have been enclosed in dotted lines to 

illustrate the general'nature of the variation in radiation 

levels across the island. The exposure r ates along the _ .*- - _ 

transect and for Bikini Island in general were 2040 pr/hr 
Z' __i 

s 

near the shore, 50-80 pr/hr in the interior, and up to 120 

&hr at scattered hot spots. The field spectrometer if - 
2: .. 

measurements 

Island to be 

about 75% of 

15% to 6Oc0, 

thorium, and 

showed the exposure rate levels on Bikini 

d-de primarily to three radionuclides, with 
i -, 
:. 

the eqosure rate at a given site due to 137Cs, k 

‘/ 
and 10% to 125Sb. Natural emitters (uranium, 1 r 

potassium) were almost entirely undetectable in 
t;- \ .::_I: f;,- 

the field spectra. This is not surprising since the coral k 

soil of the atoll is predominately CaCO,. 

, 
“t- 

Representative exposure rates in air 1 meter above the 
? 

ground from y-ray emitters in the soil obtained from the 

. . 
_ analysis of the field spectra and ionization chamber measure- 

, 

. 

ments on Bikini, Eneu s.nd Nam are 



ments on Bikini ,are‘for locations on the central transect 

for which the radiation profile is given in Fig. 2. Exposure 

rates from cosnic.radiation (3.4 &r/hr) +re not included. ; 2. 

_ 
More detailed data on the measurezent of the radiation ~ I . 

fields on these islands as well as for the rest of the atoll ,' 

are given in reference 3. As indicated in the Table, the 

composition of tihe radiation field on Eneu was q:ite similar 

to that of Xkini, i.e. predominantly la7Cs with some "'Co 

and 125Sb, even though the eqosure rate levels were much f . - -i 

lower. The island of Earn, however, due to its proximity to 

several test sites, had several properties of blast areas, fix ,* . . 

including higher exposure rates and increased amounts of O°Co 1 "' .. 
2 . 

and 125Sb in the soil relative to 137C~. '4. 1 r . . 

To comp:Lenent our field spectrometry on the larger 

islands and to characterize the composition of the radiation 

field on islands where we were unable to obtain field spectra; 
A 

: .f - 

a large number of soil samples were collected from throughout 
., 

the atoll. These samples, which were obtained in several i 

; , 

depth increments, were analyzed quantitatively in the labor- 
.- .j 

atory by NaI(T1) gamma spectrometry and also qualitatively -. 
-.. >._ :-. 

1 
by Ge(Li) spectronetry. :‘%e were thus able to obtain not i., 

-:‘- . 1.” . . . . _ (1 < .._ i _. -7 

-.:., 



only the activities of the major isotopes present but also 

their depth distribution. We found that in high activity 

L ” .= areas most of the activity ($ or more) was usually in-the --= 
: 

-*, _ j .- I._ . 
L 1. I top 2 to 3 inches -of soil. 3ecause of the large local. 

.I 
J. 

variations in soil activity on all the islands' it was not -’ 

possible to calculate accurate exposure rates in air from' “’ 

the one or two soil samples obtained per site. Inasmuch as 

the field spectrometer and ionization chamber "see" large 

areas (~30 feet in diameter), they average out the local 

variations giving very reliable absoiute exposure rates. 

The soil sainples proved very useful, however, for identifying 

and deternining relative activities of the isotopes present 

which were then used to estimate the relative contributions 

of these isotopes to the exposure rates at the various 

sites (3). The relative exposure rate values obtained for 

the same sites with the spectrometer-ionization chamber 

system and from soil sample analysis agreeddquite well. 

The composition of the radiation field 
. .-.A>_ 

‘. ^. 
.,. - the soil samples and field spectroktetry for ._ ’ .xe -r 
\ %, 

i_ <’ ,. ,, I mediate fa+lout areas differed considerably 
;; _ 

:- t f’ 

determined from 
i-,- ‘. ._ 

low and interi- ’ 
.., _ 

from that for ’ .., 

.‘- 

blast areas. The high contribution to.the .exposure rate 



_ 
:_. -.- 

from 1s7Cs' for 

blast areas of the 'atoll. In blast areas, however, "Co was 

(11) 
.I,‘... . 

3ikini Island was found typical of other non- 

the dominant contributor to the exposure rate levels with‘ . 

.125Sb also quite prominant. The relatively minor contribution 
.- 

of l37Cs compared to *'Co and lasSb in blast areas is quite 

significant and may be related to <the types 

conducted nearby. Many of these tests were 

barges and the resulting activation of ssCo 

. . 
of weapons tests 

conducted on. 

and eoNi in the 

steel of the barges account for the large amount of 6oCo 

activity. 

The maximum exposure rates measured on Bikini Atoll in 

1967, somewhat over 300 pr/hr, were in blast areas very near 

the ground zeros of tests. At one isolated area on West 

Eneman near the ground zero_ for two surface tests we ,/ 

measured an exposure rate just over 500 &r/hr. Since & \ t- _ '\,-z- .$ 

vegetation in that area was generally sparse and the organic , 
, , 

content of the soils was quite low, weathering may be of 

some significance in reducing the radiation levels in these 
.I . . . ;. 

areas more &apidly.than in'the more densely vegetated areas. 
f 

, 

Also the greater prop'ortional contribution of;the shorter- . 

.<-, 7.; .*,. . _. I . . 
. 
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./ ^ , ” . ._.. _l.. _ ,. ., 
_~ 

I : CL.. . / - ., ,~ 

. _, . 

. . _ ..,-. *i *_. . . . . . . . . -2 

_.i_. _” .j_... ^ ~ .fl_ , , cIl.. ‘.ik&.repr .,...._ . ., , ,> “‘yr_.# .-_ .‘,...... _%._ __-+a ,. . . c I* 4 -.- 
. ., . ..A ._ 

., ._ (12) _ _ 1. 

- . . 

lived "'Co and 12sSb relative to 137Cs to the exposure rates 

in these areas will also caase the radiation levels to 

decrease more rapidly with time'. . ‘: _ _ 
.., -., 

_. . . . . . 

. :; 

High resolution Ge(Li) spectrometry of soil samples- _ 

allowed us to'make detailed identification of the rddio- 

nuclides present at *various sites around the atoll. The 

spectra of Bikini Island soils ex';.Lbit very prominent 13?Cs 

and 6oCo peaks, while peaks due to 126Sb and rhodium ?‘ *. 
’ . 

isotopes are barely discernable above the background. Trace 

amounts of other isoto;?es such as 1s5E~, 152Etu and a41Am 

. 
are also evident. 

The Ge(Li)' spectrum for a soil sample from Lomilik 

Island, a near ground zero blast area approximately in the 
2 t 

center of the Aomen-Iroij Complex, is SkrOWn In Fig. 3. The t 

. . \ A-- *:. y 

exposure rate at this site was several hundred &hr, due 
._ ..i f - 

primarily to 6oco (75%), with 125Sb, lozmRh; and 13?Cs 

accounting roughly equally for the remainder. The prominent i 
I . . 

B°Co peaks are evident.in Fig: 
r _.,. 

3, as are all the gamma-ray . . 

. 

Ias& and -the recently identified (4) long lived 
’ 

lines of 



-. . . . _ 

isomer (2.9 y) of rhodium which we have.designated lozmRh.- 
.,- 

L. 

Peaks from lB5Eu, lfiPEu, 2*1Am, lCCCe, loi% and S4h:n are 
my*' : ..’ . . . 
, ‘-. . ,“ *’ = :.-;. -;._ :z.-. _’ ’ *.-‘ *,:i _ “. ..- _-., : ~” I- .” _I i;.. .y.: -. 

* ’ also clearly identifiable. Several peaks in this spectrum 
., -_ 

.I . . . 2 
;--r-_ _ -. . _ . 

_ )C have not'yet :.been definitely identified.,"' 

The composition of the radiation field on Lukoj, a 

heavy fallout area, is indicated by the Ge(Li) spectrum shown 

in Figure 4. This densely ve,_;ated island exhibited 

exposure rates of from 60 to 200 @r/lx. Approximately 60% 

of the exposure rate at the soil sampling site in the high 

exposure rate interior of the island was from 6oCo, 30% from 

125% and l"2mBh and the remainder principally from 137Cs. 

Again the relatively large 6oCo and 125Sb activities 

relative to 137Cs-contrast with the Bikini Island situation. 

The peaks characteristic of loftmRh are quite prominent in 

Fig. 4'along with the "Co, 186Sb and z3VCs peaks. Also -, 

easily identifiable are peaks from 241Am, -lS6Eu, rolRh, "'Rh, . . 
r 

_^ 

1 
la4Ce, and 66Zn. 

3 :,_ a’ h 22. - 
‘- 
I. ; Z I: I *.,<* 6. 

In addition to the isotopes identified in Figs. 3 and _'- 
. . 11 

4 we detected _~ ,_. 
-,_ ._ .t-,’ 

20;Bti in a soil sample from the Bravo crater':.::. 
;, , . /.I . . +& ,’ ““Y. . 

. . : . . -I .‘ _/, .: : y,:: _; = .- _.,,:j, -‘t :I y , _1. . *- _. _ ; 7 , 1.:. i 4. _i .+ 1 I _ . 
= i _, f. .-‘- 

p I _; 

. - 
5 

i - 
: 
.-I I. 
t 1’ 
,- 



. . ..I.‘? : E e. .A., 
. . . 

,.. ., . s. ,~ 
_- 

-~!T”-- --products, -Such -as 1a.7Cs.J30 years) ,-,:O(jEb l2.7 yearsj, : ‘106'&-Rh 
-->z, ‘. ,<.. 1 ‘1 *.. 15 2.: _ _-.- ^ 
1. (367 day&and 14"Ce 4284 days) or frequently observed act;- 

_ - .,. . . --z / L *.t..--:_. 
vation products such as 6+,Mn (303 days) and ssZn (245 days), Y 

1 :, ’ .I s-3 

other isotopes such as 6oCo, lozmiih, 207Bi, Isam, and 1s6Eu ..-:: 

are only rarely identified in environmental samples, particu- .' 

larly with such prominence as that displayed, for instance, 

by the 7 intense lines of ro2mXh identifiable in Figure 4. 

The appearance of 12 distinct lines of 125Sb in the soil 

saqle spectrum in Fig. 3 is also quite unusual. 152EU 

(12.7 years), an apparent activation product, has been f.ound 

previously (5) in Trinitite, an artifical mineral produced 

in the first nuclear explosion in New Mexico in 1945. 1orm 

(3 years) and loaRh (206 days) a& also activation -products. .'I: 

lo2iih is known to have been used &s a tracer' material in 
_).. 

several. weapons tests. All ‘but the least intense gamma-ray'- 
. . ,.+ ., : 

,- 



. 

. 

The radiation &tuatior; on Bikini Atoll provided a 

unique opportunity for investigating an aged, relatively. 

intense fallout field..- We were able to relate most.of *he-. 
_. 

features which we observed on the atoll to the test locations 

and environmental conditions at and subsequent to the times 

of the tests. A large number of radionuclides, including 

several. unusual for environmental samples, were found contri- 

buting to the wide range of external gamma radiation levels. 

Utilization of the combination of ionization charrjer and 

field spectrornet,- 'ic measurements with laboratory Ge(Li) 

spectrometry of soil samples proved to be a very effective 

method of ana:Lyzing this complex radiation environment. 
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The Lomilik soil sample (Fig. 3) weighed 106 

counted for 923 minutes. The Lukoj 'sample ‘. 

(Fig. 4) was '61;gm and was counted for 2950 minutes._ , .: 
.‘. . . 
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. .PIcxJ*m CAPTIOXS c 

Bikini Atoll showing locations with code names and 

nuclear weapons tests. 
-L” -_ .- ._ -.-. __. ..- 

,.. .* ‘. 

.,.* Fig. .2. .&cposure r&e profile of a survey transect across 

central Bikini Island. Points'are scintillation detector 
w 

measurements, small x's G-M counter measurements, and stars 

are ionization chamber measurements. 

. . . i 

Fig. 3. Ge(Li) spectrum with peak identification and 

approximate energies in keV of a soil sample taken from 

Lomilik Island, a blast area near the ground zeros of several 

more recent tests on the Aomen-Iroij Complex. 

Fig. 4:. Ge(Li) spectrum with peak identification and 

approximate energies in keV of a soil sample taken from 

Lukoj Island, a heavy fallout area on the southwestern rim 

of the atoll. is 
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